
Contact :
Patricia Siguier- Receptif service
tel : 04 99 41 33 83
mail : patriciasiguier@beziers-mediterranee.com

Béziers Canal du MidiBéziers Canal du Midi
the 9 locks of Fonseranesthe 9 locks of Fonseranes

  HistoryHistory
Olives and WinesOlives and Wines

Tarif : Tarif : 2828€€/person /person for a group of 25>50 person

This price includes:  A place for a show in the immersive cinema OR a rented audioguide, the bus park in Fonseranes,  a lunch in a restaurant in Béziers with entries 
+ dishes + dessert + café + 1/4L of wine, a film and a guided tour with tasting in a wine cooperative and a guided tour with tasting in an oil estate.
This price does not include: the transport, the transfers and the personal spending 
This offer is valid only on 2019, according to availability and with a signed reservation.

10:00 AM10:00 AM  The site of 9 locks of Fonseranes: immersive cinema or audioguide ?The site of 9 locks of Fonseranes: immersive cinema or audioguide ?
Welcome to the "Coche d'eau",  an old inn which became the local tourism office. 
Different experiences : 
> Dive into a 14 minute show which uses cutting-edge technology and a wealth of talent 
to surround you from head to toe: settle into your “hi-tech” seat and feel, see and watch 
images washing over the walls and floor…You’re truly seeped in the history of the Canal 
du Midi and Fonseranes 9 Locks. A funny chap is your guide on the adventure where 
computer-generated images, drawings, videos, music and words interweave and echo 
each other : the Archivist. English, deutsh or spanish audio-translation. 
> If you’re not a fan of the water, you can still meet the archivist on a walk along the 9 
Locks: He joins visitors on our audioguide exhibition trail! 

Day package for a group of 25>50 persons

 12:00  Lunch in a restaurant at the edge of the Canal du Midi Lunch in a restaurant at the edge of the Canal du Midi 
with a sunny terrace, in Béziers

Entries choices : Salad with country ham and compote of red onion OR seasonal vegetable pie with a  
                              Parmesan cheese light foam
Dishes choices : Baked salmon with rice, spices, a creamy sauce and dill OR Chicken fillet with a  

            honey & lavender sauce and a « gratin dauphinois » (scalloped potatoes)
Dessert choices : Chocolate dessert with vanilla ice cream and whipped cream OR fluffy cake 
                              with salty caramel
Coffee and wine included

 2:00 PM2:00 PM Discovery of a cooperative cellar : film, guided tour and  Discovery of a cooperative cellar : film, guided tour and 
tasting tasting 
Come to share a unique experience : discovering of the Cellar and the range "Vermeil 
of Crès " to Sérignan. Directly from our cellar of production, an authentic place 
(created in 1935), will be presented to you the various works of the vineyard by 
viewing our movie " The Secrets of the Wine ". In friendly atmosphere, our experts in 
wines will propose you an initiation into the tasting by the discovery of our best 
wines, nectars of the warmest and most sun-kissed.  

 4:00 PM4:00 PM Olive and Wine: the Domain Lupia welcomes youOlive and Wine: the Domain Lupia welcomes you
You will meet a producer of olive oil, also a wine grower, and his wife. They shall 
make for you visit their property and shall make you taste all their products: green 
olives and Blacks, tapenades, olive oil, grape juice.
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